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(54) RAIL-MOUNTED FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM

(57) A rail-mounted fire and overheat detection sys-
tem includes a rail and a plurality of sensor elements
positioned along the rail. A plate is located at a first end
of the rail, and secured thereto at a plate opening. One
or more damper elements extend about a perimeter of
the rail to dampen vibrational forces acting on the rail. A

method of assembling a rail-mounted fire and overheat
detection system includes installing a first rail end of a
rail into a plate opening of a plate, installing one or more
damper elements about a perimeter of the rail at the plate
opening, and installing a face plate to axially retain the
one or more damper elements.
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Description

FOREIGN PRIORITY

[0001] This application claims priority to India Patent
Application No. 201711036996, filed October 18, 2017,
and all the benefits accruing therefrom under 35 U.S.C.
§119, the contents of which in its entirety are herein in-
corporated by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Exemplary embodiments pertain to the art of
fire detection systems, and more particularly to rail-
mounted fire detection systems for, for example, a gas
turbine engine.
[0003] Many structures and apparatus, such as gas
turbine engines, utilize fire and over heat detection sys-
tems to monitor locations within the apparatus for fire
and/or over heat conditions. Many such systems include
a rail on which one or more sensors are located, a so-
called rail-mounted fire detection system. The rail is typ-
ically secured to a plate at one end of the rail, on which
sensor tubes are mounted to connect the sensors to a
controller, such as an engine control system. The rail is
connected to the plate, typically via a welded connection.
During operation of the fire detection system, especially
when utilized in a high-vibration environment such as a
gas turbine engine, the fire detection system is subjected
to high levels of vibration. The welded joint between the
plate and the rail may be weakened or may even fail as
a result of the vibration.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

[0004] In one embodiment, a rail-mounted fire and
overheat detection system includes a rail and a plurality
of sensor elements positioned along the rail. A plate is
located at a first end of the rail, and secured thereto at a
plate opening. One or more damper elements extend
about a perimeter of the rail to dampen vibrational forces
acting on the rail.
[0005] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments two or more damper elements extend about
the perimeter of the rail and a cage is installed to maintain
separation between adjacent damper elements of the two
or more damper elements.
[0006] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the cage includes a cage rim and a cage web
extending from the cage rim to define two or more damper
cavities wherein the two or more damper elements are
located.
[0007] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the one or more damper elements are located
at a plate opening between the plate and the rail.
[0008] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments a face plate is secured to the plate to axially
retain the one or more damper elements.

[0009] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the one or more damper elements are one or
more garter springs.
[0010] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments wherein the rail includes a rail flange posi-
tioned in the plate opening.
[0011] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the rail flange is secured to the plate at the
plate opening via one or more butt welds.
[0012] In another embodiment, a rail and plate assem-
bly for a rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
includes a rail, a plate located at a first end of the rail,
and secured thereto at a plate opening, and one or more
damper elements extending about a perimeter of the rail
to dampen vibrational forces acting on the rail.
[0013] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments two or more damper elements extend about
the perimeter of the rail, and a cage is installed to maintain
separation between adjacent damper elements of the two
or more damper elements.
[0014] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the cage includes a cage rim and a cage web
extending from the cage rim to define two or more damper
cavities wherein the two or more damper elements are
located.
[0015] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the one or more damper elements are located
at a plate opening between the plate and the rail.
[0016] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments a face plate is secured to the plate to axially
retain the one or more damper elements.
[0017] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the one or more damper elements are one or
more garter springs.
[0018] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the rail includes a rail flange positioned in the
plate opening.
[0019] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the rail flange is secured to the plate at the
plate opening via one or more butt welds.
[0020] In yet another embodiment, a method of assem-
bling a rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
includes installing a first rail end of a rail into a plate open-
ing of a plate, installing one or more damper elements
about a perimeter of the rail at the plate opening, and
installing a face plate to axially retain the one or more
damper elements.
[0021] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments installing one or more damper elements in-
cludes installing a first damper element about the perim-
eter of the rail, installing a cage to axially retain the first
damper element, and installing a second damper ele-
ment.
[0022] Additionally or alternatively, in this or other em-
bodiments the first rail end is butt welded to the plate at
the plate opening.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] The following descriptions should not be con-
sidered limiting in any way. With reference to the accom-
panying drawings, like elements are numbered alike:

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a
gas turbine engine including a rail-mounted fire and
overheat detection system;

FIG. 2 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a
rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system;

FIG. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an em-
bodiment of a joint of a rail-mounted fire and overheat
detection system; and

FIG. 4 is another cross-sectional view of an embod-
iment of a rail-mounted fire and overheat detection
system;

FIG. 5 is yet another cross-sectional view of an em-
bodiment of a rail-mounted fire and overheat detec-
tion system;

FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of a method of as-
sembly of a rail-mounted fire and overheat detection
system;

FIG. 7 is a schematic cross-sectional view of another
embodiment of a joint of a rail-mounted fire and over-
heat detection system; and

FIG. 8 is a schematic illustration of another method
of assembly of a rail-mounted fire and overheat de-
tection system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] A detailed description of one or more embodi-
ments of the disclosed apparatus and method are pre-
sented herein by way of exemplification and not limitation
with reference to the Figures.
[0025] Shown in FIG 1 is an embodiment of a gas tur-
bine engine 10. The gas turbine engine 10 is disclosed
herein as a two-spool turbofan that generally incorpo-
rates a fan section 12, a compressor section 14, a com-
bustor section 16 and a turbine section 18. Alternative
engines might include an augmentor section (not shown)
among other systems or features. The fan section 12
drives air along a bypass flow path B in a bypass duct,
while the compressor section 14 drives air along a core
flow path C for compression and communication into the
combustor section 16 then expansion through the turbine
section 18. Although depicted as a two-spool turbofan
gas turbine engine in the disclosed non-limiting embod-
iment, it should be understood that the concepts de-
scribed herein are not limited to use with two-spool tur-

bofans as the teachings may be applied to other types
of turbine engines including three-spool architectures. A
fire and overheat detection system (FODS) 20 is located
at the gas turbine engine 10 and may be, for example,
secured to a static structure of the gas turbine engine 10.
The FODS 20 is configured such that sensor elements
are exposed to fluid flow at or around the gas turbine
engine 10 and detect a change in temperature of the fluid
flow which may be indicative of a fire or overheat condi-
tion.
[0026] Referring now to FIG. 2, a perspective view of
an embodiment of a FODS 20 is illustrated. The FODS
20 includes a rail 22, which in some embodiments is tu-
bular. The rail 22 illustrated in FIG. 2 is tubular and has
a circular cross-section. It is to be appreciated, however,
that other embodiments of rails 22 may utilize other cross-
sectional shapes, such as rectangular or oval. The rail
22 has one or more support blocks 24 positioned along
a rail length 26. The support blocks 24 are secured to
the rail 22 and are supportive of one or more sensor tubes
26 of the FODS 20. The sensor tubes 26 are positioned
at the support blocks 24 by, for example, a support block
clamp 28 to retain the sensor tubes 26 in selected posi-
tions along the rail 22. The rail 22 is fixed to a plate 30,
at a first rail end 32 of the rail 22, the rail 22 extending to
a second rail end 34 of the rail 22. The plate 30 may
include tube fittings 36, through which the sensor tubes
26 are routed. The sensor tubes 26 are connected to an
Inert Terminal Lug Sensing (ITLSE) apparatus 38. The
ITLSE apparatus 38 is disposed at a second side 40 of
the plate 30, opposite a first side 42 from which the rail
22 extends.
[0027] Referring now to FIG. 3, the rail 22 is secured
to the plate 30 via a welded joint. The plate 30 includes
a plate opening 42 into which the rail 22 is installed. The
rail 22 include a rail tube 44, and a rail flange 46 extending
outwardly from the rail tube 44. The rail flange 46 defines
the first rail end 32. The rail 22 is installed into the plate
opening 42 such that rail flange 46 is inside the plate
opening 42. The rail flange 46 is secured to the plate 30
via a butt weld 48 at the plate opening 42.
[0028] The FODS 20 is subjected to vibration during
operation, and as such includes a vibration damper ar-
rangement to dampen relative motion of the rail 22 and
the plate 30, which can result in the deterioration of the
joint between the rail 22 and the plate 30. The vibration
damper arrangement includes one or more damper ele-
ments 50 located between the rail 22 and the plate 30 at
the plate opening 42 and extending around a perimeter
of the rail 22. In some embodiments, referring to FIG. 4,
the damper elements 50 are garter springs extending
around the rail 22. The damper elements 50 may be uni-
tary and extend entirely around the perimeter of the rail
22, while in other embodiments, such as shown in FIG.
5, the damper elements 50 may be segmented, with a
plurality of damper segments 52 arranged around the
circumference. While the illustrated damper elements 50
are garter springs, on skilled in the art will appreciate that
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other damper elements such as elastomeric elements
may be used.
[0029] Referring again to FIG. 3, in some embodiments
more than one damper element 50 is used. In such em-
bodiments, a cage 54 is installed to maintain separation
between adjacent damper elements 50. The cage 54 in-
cludes a cage rim 56 located at the plate opening 42 and
a cage web 58 extending inwardly from the cage web 58
toward the rail 22. The cage web 58 defines damper pock-
ets 60 between the rail 22 and the cage rim 56 where the
damper elements 50 are located. A face plate 62 is in-
stalled to the plate 30 to axially retain the cage 54 and
the damper elements 50. IN some embodiments, the face
plate 62 is secured to the plate 30 via, for example, weld-
ing.
[0030] An assembly method 100 for a FODS 20 is
schematically illustrated in FIG. 6. First, at block 102, the
rail 22 is installed into the plate opening 42. In block 104,
the rail 22 is butt-welded to the plate 30 at the plate open-
ing 42. In block 106, a first damper element 50 is installed,
and at block 108 the cage 54 is installed over the first
damper element 50. A second damper element 50 is in-
stalled at block 110, then the face plate 62 is installed at
block 112.
[0031] Referring now to FIG. 7, another embodiment
of a FODS 20 is illustrated. In the embodiment of FIG. 7,
a lock plate 64 is utilized in place of the face plate 62,
with the lock plate 64 secured to the plate 30 by one or
more bolts 66 extending through the lock plate 64 and
the plate 30. Referring to FIG. 8, in this embodiment the
FODS 20 may be assembled via the illustrated method
200. First, at block 202, the damper element 50 is in-
stalled at the rail 22. In block 204, the cage 54 is installed
over the damper element 50. In block 206, the lock plate
64 is installed over the cage 54 and the damper element
50. At block 208, the lock plate 64 is secured to the plate
30 by the one or more bolts 66.
[0032] The presently disclosed configurations provide
passive vibration control in the form of the damper ele-
ments 50. This reduces fatigue in the FODS 20, improv-
ing the service life of the FODS 20.
[0033] The term "about" is intended to include the de-
gree of error associated with measurement of the partic-
ular quantity based upon the equipment available at the
time of filing the application. For example, "about" can
include a range of 6 8% or 5%, or 2% of a given value.
[0034] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular embodiments only and is not in-
tended to be limiting of the present disclosure. As used
herein, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended
to include the plural forms as well, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood
that the terms "comprises" and/or "comprising," when
used in this specification, specify the presence of stated
features, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or
components, but do not preclude the presence or addi-
tion of one or more other features, integers, steps, oper-
ations, element components, and/or groups thereof.

[0035] While the present disclosure has been de-
scribed with reference to an exemplary embodiment or
embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the
art that various changes may be made and equivalents
may be substituted for elements thereof without depart-
ing from the scope of the present disclosure. In addition,
many modifications may be made to adapt a particular
situation or material to the teachings of the present dis-
closure without departing from the essential scope there-
of. Therefore, it is intended that the present disclosure
not be limited to the particular embodiment disclosed as
the best mode contemplated for carrying out this present
disclosure, but that the present disclosure will include all
embodiments falling within the scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
comprising:

a rail;
a plurality of sensor elements disposed along
the rail;
a plate disposed at a first end of the rail, and
secured thereto at a plate opening; and
one or more damper elements extending about
a perimeter of the rail to dampen vibrational forc-
es acting on the rail.

2. The rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
of claim 1, further comprising:

two or more damper elements extending about
the perimeter of the rail; and
a cage installed to maintain separation between
adjacent damper elements of the two or more
damper elements.

3. The rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
of claim 2, wherein the cage includes:

a cage rim; and
a cage web extending from the cage rim to define
two or more damper cavities wherein the two or
more damper elements are located.

4. The rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
of any preceding claim, wherein the one or more
damper elements are disposed at a plate opening
between the plate and the rail.

5. The rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
of any preceding claim, further comprising a face
plate secured to the plate to axially retain the one or
more damper elements.

6. The rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
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of any preceding claim, wherein the one or more
damper elements are one or more garter springs.

7. The rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
of any preceding claim, wherein the rail includes a
rail flange disposed in the plate opening.

8. The rail-mounted fire and overheat detection system
of claim 7, wherein the rail flange is secured to the
plate at the plate opening via one or more butt welds.

9. A rail and plate assembly for a rail-mounted fire and
overheat detection system comprising:

a rail;
a plate disposed at a first end of the rail, and
secured thereto at a plate opening; and
one or more damper elements extending about
a perimeter of the rail to dampen vibrational forc-
es acting on the rail.

10. The rail and plate assembly of claim 9, further com-
prising:

two or more damper elements extending about
the perimeter of the rail; and
a cage installed to maintain separation between
adjacent damper elements of the two or more
damper elements.

11. The rail and plate assembly of claim 10, wherein the
cage includes:

a cage rim; and
a cage web extending from the cage rim to define
two or more damper cavities wherein the two or
more damper elements are located.

12. The rail and plate assembly of claim 9, 10 or 11,
wherein the one or more damper elements are dis-
posed at a plate opening between the plate and the
rail.

13. The rail and plate assembly of any one of claims
9-12, further comprising a face plate secured to the
plate to axially retain the one or more damper ele-
ments.

14. The rail and plate assembly of any one of claims
9-13, wherein the one or more damper elements are
one or more garter springs.

15. The rail and plate assembly of any one of claims
9-14, wherein the rail includes a rail flange disposed
in the plate opening.
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